Past studies showed that the overconstrained nature of Joined Wings and the strong structural geometric nonlinearities make difficult the use of standard packages of aeroelastic solvers (usually modally reduced and frequency domain based) which have been effectively adopted by the industry for decades. We present here a study on the reduction of the computational cost in presence structural nonlinear effects that cannot be neglected in Joined Wings, even at small angles of attack and attached flow. In particular, a reduced order model is achieved with a basis constituted by vibration modes augmented with the corresponding modal derivatives. The results can be considered excellent when compared to the full order reference solution. However, a convergence test showed that the required number of vectors is relatively high and the basis needs to be often updated to achieve the best performance. More investigations will be necessary for an effective use in the industry and complicate dynamic problems involving the unsteadiness of the aerodynamics.
I. Introduction
T HE concept of Joined Wings is not new. In the seventies 1-3 these configurations were proposed for commercial transport and supersonic fighters. The interest grew substantially and several patents in US 4, 5 and Europe 6, 7 were filed. The interest in the joined-wing concept stemmed from several potential advantages compared to classical cantilevered configurations. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] These advantages are on the stiffness properties, aerodynamic efficiency 13 and superior stability and control characteristics. One of the possible application of Joined Wings is the design of future sustainable configurations such as the PrandtlPlane. 5, 8, 10, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Other Joined Wings have been explored in United States such as the Strut-Braced Wings (SBW) 19, 20 and Truss Braced Wings (TBW).
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On the military side, a possible application of the joined-wing concept is for high altitude surveillance.
22, 23
The potential advantages with respect to cantilevered classical configurations brought the attention of many researchers who investigated several fundamental aspects and problems. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] Several studies showed that structural geometric nonlinearities need to be properly taken into account [30] [31] [32] for Joined Wings even for small angles of attack and attached flow. Indeed, one of the main characteristics of typical joined-wing airplanes is the significant forces and moments transferred 33, 34 through the joint and the overconstrained nature of the system. This leads to several counter-intuitive behaviors that need to be properly taken into account by the designer. For example, it has been shown in Reference [34] that the lower-to-upper-wing bending stiffness ratio plays a major role in the overall static stability properties and that a stiffer upper wing (the one that is usually compressed during the flight) is not necessarily the best approach to overcome the snap-buckling instability. Additional studies 35 depicted a very complex response: in a regime in which the static response may appear linear, the geometric nonlinearities make the system particularly sensitive to imperfections which determine the possibility of having bi-stable regions for which several equilibrium states are possible with a given load. The picture is completed with the potential existence of completely detached (from the main equilibrium branch) set of possible equilibrium states. .
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The presence of aerodynamic forces which are non-conservative loads in nature, complicates the possible responses even more with other complex phenomena such as the snap-divergence, 37 Limit Cycle Oscillation and probably chaotic dynamic responses.
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Ideally, one should have an efficient aeroelastic model tailored for optimization strategies typical of the early conceptual design phases. Thus, reduced order models are particularly important for the preliminary design of these configurations. Unfortunately, in the case of Joined Wings the strong structural nonlinearities makes an efficient reduced order model very difficult to achieve. 39 The procedures developed in References [40] , [41] , and [42] could be adopted. However, these methods require (for a basis of just a few modes) several hundreds of fully nonlinear computationally expensive off-line analyses to evaluate some modal stiffness coefficients adopted to reconstruct the structural behavior. This would not be very practical in the sizing of joined-wing aircrafts and far from an ideal tool for optimization.
An attractive alternative to build effective reduced order models is represented by the adoption of a basis constituted by modes and corresponding modal derivatives. . 43, 44 This study presents an investigation of the performance of this technique on the static nonlinear analysis of Joined Wings is completely assessed. In particular, the following technical points are addressed.
1. Effect of modal derivatives on the quality of the reduced order approximation.
2. Effect of basis updating during the simulation.
3. Effect of the number of vectors that constitute the basis on the effectiveness of the approximation.
II. Reduced Equations of Motion
We consider here the discretized n FE nonlinear dynamic equations of motion of a general tridimensional structure. For the sake of illustrating the potentiality of the proposed method, we do not consider aeroelastic coupling and therefore we assume that the external force term can be expressed as a constant shape scaled by a time dependent function. The governing FE system of equations, together with the boundary conditions, writes:
where u is the generalized displacement vector, M is the mass matrix, C is the damping matrix, g(u) is the nonlinear force vector and f is the applied load shape multiplied by the time function Λ(t). The initial conditions for the displacement and the velocity vector are indicated with u 0 andu 0 , respectively. We further assume that the nonlinearity of g(u) is caused by geometrical effects only, i.e. when the displacements are so large that a linear kinematic model does not hold. This is typically the case of thin-walled structures, which can undergo large displacements while staying in the elastic range of the material. In practical applications, the system of n equations (1) is usually very large. The number of unknowns can be reduced to M , with m ≪ n, by projecting the displacement field u on a suitable basis Ψ of timeindependent vectors, as:
where q(t) is the M × 1 vector of modal amplitudes. The governing equations can then be projected on the chosen basis Ψ in order to make the residual orthogonal to the subspace in which the solution q is sought. This results in a reduced system of M non-linear equations:
or, equivalently,
The purpose of this study is to evaluate different reduction strategies for the JW problem. As a first step, we focus on the static problem, i.e. when the inertial forces and damping forces are considered negligible:
We refer to the numerical solution of the full model as the full solution, while the solution of the reduced model will be called reduced solution. The key of a good reduction method is to find a suitable basis Ψ that is able to reproduce the full solution with a good, hopefully controlled, accuracy.
III. Reduction Basis
We discuss is this section how to form the reduction basis Ψ. We propose a basis of vibration modes (VMs) calculated around a given equilibrium position u eq enriched by the so-called modal derivatives (MDs) and static modes (SMs). These different contributions will be separately discussed.
A. Vibration Modes
Let us consider a static equilibrium position u eq when the applied load is constant and given by fφ eq . We can then linearize the system of equations (1) around such configuration assuming that the motionũ around u eq is small, i.e. u = u eq +ũ,ü =ü. The linearized dynamic equilibrium equations become:
whereφ(t) is a small load variation from φ eq . The tangent stiffness matrix K eq is defined as:
the eigenvalue problem associated to equation (6) writes:
and its solution provides nVMs Φ i and associated natural frequencies ω 2 i . In linear modal analysis, the displacement vectorũ is expressed as a linear combination of VMs as:
We then select a small number m v of VMs Φ i , which can be collected into a matrix Φ = [Φ 1 , . . . , Φ mv ] We discuss the implication of the nonlinearity on the VMs in the next section.
B. Modal Derivatives
The projection of the governing equations on a reduction basis formed by a reduced set of VMs is a well-known technique for linear structural dynamics. The main advantage of this technique is that the resulting reduced model consists of a system of uncoupled equations that can therefore be solved separately. As discussed in the introduction, several attempts has been made to extend the VMs projection for nonlinear analysis.
The main limitation of such approach lies in the fact that the VMs basis changes as the configuration of the system changes. It is therefore required to upgrade the basis during the numerical time integration to account for the effect of the nonlinearity. If the basis update is too frequent, the computational advantage in using a MVs reduction basis is lost, since the modes needs to be extracted too often. Moreover, the projection onto a new basi introduces a projection error that accumulates. For thin-walled structural applications as the one considered in this contribution, the system is usually characterized by significant nonlinear bending-stretching coupling effects that are usually not captured by a reduction basis formed by linear vibration modes only.
When the displacements can not be considered as small, the VMs change with respect to the configuration. We can therefore express the displacement vectorũ as
where the dependence of the VMs on the displacement is highlighted. If equation (10) is expanded in Taylor series around the equilibrium configuration u eq :
The derivatives of the displacement vector with respect to the modal amplitudes q i can be computed from equation (10), and are:
and
.
When evaluated at u = u eq , they become:
The term (14) is the VM, while the term (15) is the MD Φ ij . It represents how the VM Φ i changes when the system is perturbed in the shape of VM Φ j .
A way to compute Φ ij is to differentiate the eigenvalue problem (8) with respect to the modal amplitudes.
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It has been shown by 45 and 46 that the terms associated to the mass can be neglected. Numerical experiments have shown that the neglecting of mass related terms does not change the results appreciatively. By doing so, the problem (16) becomes:
The right-hand side pseudo-force can be calculated at element level an then assembled. It can be shown that the modal derivatives are symmetric, i.e. Θ ij = Θ ji , where
Note that the matrix of coefficients can be factorized once for all and only the right-hand sides need to be computed. This can be done at element level and subsequently assembled, see for details. 47 We can collect the MDs into a single matrix
C. Static modes
The solution of the reduced static nonlinear equilibrium equations inevitably leads to an error unbalance r, defined as:
where q is the converged reduced solution for a given load magnitude Λ. If the norm of the residual (normalized with respect to the external forces) exceed a certain treshold, a static mode (SM) can be computed as:
where K is the tangent stiffness matrix already computed ath the last converged load step.
D. Projection Basis
Once a set of m v VMs Φ are calculated by solving the eigenvalue problem (8), m d MDs Θ can be generated by solving the linear problems (17) . A reduction basis including both VMs and MDs can be formed, as:
when required, the reduction basis can be enriched with a SM also:
The reduction basis Ψ is then orthogonalized, i.e. Ψ T Ψ = I, to avoid singularity in the reduced stiffness matrix.
IV. Computational Procedures
The solution procedure follows a standard Newton-Raphson algorithm to seek for the modal displacements q. When needed, the reduction basis is recalculated and added to the previous, as indicated in the algorithm 1. After the update, a projection of the obtained solution on the new subspace is needed. As Ψ is orthogonalized, the new modal coordinates are simply obtained by q = Ψ T u, where u is the previously obtained approximation of the full displacement vector. In the following results section, we present in this study a preliminary evaluation of the importance of VMs, MDs, and SMs for the static analysis of the JW.
V. Results

A. Description of the Joined Wing and Full Order Analysis
The Joined Wing investigated in this work has been introduced in Reference [35] . The load, applied to both wings, is represented by a pressure p = 0.55125 Kg/(mm · s 2 ), correspondent to the dynamic pressure of air (at sea level) with a speed of 30 m/s. Λ indicates the load fraction: a unitary value means that the entire load is applied to the structure.
The full static response shown in Figure 1b [35] is calculated with a Updated Lagrangian FEM (ULFEM) code developed at San Diego State University and shows the excellent correlation with NASTRAN even in the post-critical regime. The present reduced order model is implemented in a structural solver based on the von Karman moderately large rotations assumption. Correlation with the present Von Karman approach, ULFEM, and NASTRAN is shown in Figure 2 for a load level smaller than the limit point. The Von Karman model is able to accurately reproduce the behavior below the critical point. In this study the post-critical regime is not analyzed, and therefore the von Karman model is adequate.
B. Reduced Order Analysis with no Basis Updating
Comparison is made between a basis containing only VMs and a basis containing both VMs and MDs. The performed computational procedures are equal to those described in section IV, however now the basis is not updated. This results in the need to use a basis with a relatively large number of vectors to achieve better results. It can be seen in figure 3a that a basis including the first 80% of all VMs hardly approximates the full solution. When MDs are used instead of VMs, the approximated solution converges faster to the full solution with a smaller number of vectors in the basis (Figure 3b ). Note that only 1 modal derivative in combination with 1 vibration mode achieves a similar results as 250 VMs in the basis and no MDs. This significant difference may be explained by the fact that the MDs take into account how modes change with respect to imposed displacements (nonlinear effect), whereas the VMs generated in the undeformed configuration only contain linear information. the first two VMs modes and the associated MDs are shown in Figure 4 . Note that Θ 2,1 is not shown as this is equal to Θ 1,2 due to symmetry.
C. Reduced Order Analysis with Basis Updating
In this work several variants of updating the basis are explored. The first option is the addition of static modes when the basis is updated. The second variation is the rejection of the last step when the basis needs to be updated.
VMs VS MDs
The usefulness of MDs in the basis for a static case is evaluated. This is done by a comparison of the simulation results with and without the use of MDs. For a fair evaluation, the number of modes added every basis update is kept equal for both cases. Also the size of the initial basis is kept equal in both cases. The treshold value ϵ g is set to a value of 0.025, while the load increment ∆Λ is 0.01. The results are shown in Figure 5a and Figure For the 14 vectors case, the results are pretty similar and an equal amount of basis updates (11) are performed. When 20 vectors are added every update, the number of necessary basis updates decreases with 20%. More simulations were performed by the authors, but 20% was the best achieved result. Note that when no MDs are used, the first step already shows a big error because of the lack of non-linear information. Overall, it can be concluded that, for the JW case, the MDs are mostly helpful at low load level, where the strongest nonlinear behavior is observed.
Static Modes
Aside from the VMs and MDs, also static modes can be used to enrich the basis. An advantage of static modes is that the computation is very cheap, since the tangential stiffness matrix is already available and factorized. the results relevantly improve. In Figure 6 the effect of the static modes in the basis can be seen. Not only the number of basis update is lowered (up to 40%), but also the solution is more accurately approximated.The addition of SMs is beneficial whether or not MDs are used in the reduction basis.
Load step rejection
Another way to reduce the error between the full and the reduced model is by rejecting the last loadstep when the basis update occurs. The calculation is then resumed at the last iteration step with the new basis. This effect is clearly seen when the error threshold ϵ g , forcing a basis to update, isn't too small, see Figure  7a . When the threshold is taken much smaller (0.001) the effect becomes unnoticeable, see Figure 7b . In both cases only the last step is rejected. While clearly beneficial in term of accuracy, the load step rejection lead sometimes to a slight increase in the solution cost, as the step needs to be repeated. 
VI. Conclusions
We evaluated the use of MDs and SMs to enrich a basis formed by VMs to reduce the static analysis of a JW. The MDs prove to be very effective in increasing the accuracy of the reduced basis approximation when calculated around the undeformed configuration, i.e. without basis update. The benefit of MDs seems to greatly reduce when the reduction basis is calculated around a deformed configuration at a relatively high load level. The inclusion of SMs largely improves the solution and leads to a significantly less frequent basis update. Also, the rejection of the last load increment after a basis update yields a better accuracy, but occasionally results in a slightly more costly simulation.
VII. Recommendations and further research
Additional investigation is required for the reduced analysis of the JW. In the future, dynamic and aeroelastic analysis will be considered with the use on reduced models (comparison with the approach presented in Reference [48] will also be pursued). Further investigation needs to be performed for the best strategy for basis update. The number of basis vectors can for instance be kept to a fixed number by discarding non relevant contribution as the simulation proceeds. A load (time) step control can be suggested also, based on the convergence of the reduced solution. Most interesting, the seemingly poor performances of MDs in the neighborhood of a deformed configuration (where the behavior is apparently less nonlinear) need to be further studied. Also, criteria to select an incomplete (and therefore smaller) basis of MDs in line of the simple criterion proposed by 49 can be investigated.
